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1 Quick Review
Objectives & user stories:

the problems to solve.



Project Objectives

1. Create a cohesive navigation experience for all products, tools and content

2. Solve today’s problems with the flexibility to accommodate the next 3 - 5 years

3. Build a technically and functionally scalable solution



Customer Problems to Solve



Our World Today



Conceptual Model for Our World Today



Major Pain Points

1. It’s hard to find resources and information 

2. Discovering new tools and content is challenging

3. Navigation is inconsistent 

4. Too many places to go for answers: Q&A, Community, Help Hub, Learn, etc.

Dig into the first round of customer research here.

https://docs.google.com/a/moz.com/document/d/1NrdlSffSegNyliXx8TJdQWDG5_oXXD0kWJ0yerxOEqo/edit


Research
& Ideation2



Other Site Examples

We explored many site structures with the 
same set of criteria. 

● Successful, growing SAAS
● Multi-product suites
● Robust community involvement
● Complex products

Deep dives on more companies here.

https://docs.google.com/a/moz.com/document/d/1zv8MT4UcS0U_oOUHyGfGtv_LUBHL9szPDITkIM-1R6k/edit
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Other Site Examples

Some great examples include:

● Global menu across all site 
expereinces on Adobe.com 

● Content and functionality at an 
individual app level vs subscription 
bundles seemed to work well.

● Personalization and customization 
aided primary navigation paths

● Centralized education and support 
content made learning easy.



Other Site Examples

And, many more.

Inspiration is continuously being added to 
the wall downstairs behind The Falcon.  

Deep dives on more companies here.

https://docs.google.com/a/moz.com/document/d/1zv8MT4UcS0U_oOUHyGfGtv_LUBHL9szPDITkIM-1R6k/edit


Initial ideas & refinements 

We iterated on initial concepts with a group 
of cross-discipline Mozzers.

● Considered alternative approaches
● Identified things that work 
● Clarified unknowns
● Identified competing ideas within the concepts

 

See the full recap from this design workshop here.

https://docs.google.com/a/moz.com/presentation/d/1iYSJC8PHXpiK96j-Kpa_O-P8j8aUiZWD4hsHGl6_mlM/edit#slide=id.g38d21662a_055


Initial ideas & refinements 

Things that felt right about the ideas discussed…

○ Raise visibility and value of content → treat them like products
○ Contextual help idea in product
○ Show what you don’t have access to
○ Better organization of products
○ De-couple from subscription base 
○ Challenge how we group and sell products today
○ Better bucketing → not internal groupings but actual value to customer 

See the full recap from this design workshop here.

https://docs.google.com/a/moz.com/presentation/d/1iYSJC8PHXpiK96j-Kpa_O-P8j8aUiZWD4hsHGl6_mlM/edit#slide=id.g38d21662a_055


Initial ideas & refinements 

Identified unknowns...

○ How does multi-seat work if personalized
○ Search is not well-defined
○ Which products do we want to promote in 3-5 years?
○ How do users think about themselves? Persona vs. their perspective
○ How to not overwhelm but allow for discovery 
○ Address learning for new or beginner users
○ How does it work on mobile?
○ Are we technically setup for the ideal solution?
○ How do subscribers know what is happening across products/accounts?
○ Receiving change (follow up w/Nick)
○ Process was too abstract to fully understand concepts (too high-level) 

See the full recap from this design workshop here.

https://docs.google.com/a/moz.com/presentation/d/1iYSJC8PHXpiK96j-Kpa_O-P8j8aUiZWD4hsHGl6_mlM/edit#slide=id.g38d21662a_055


Initial ideas & refinements 

And, noted what felt like competing ideas...

○ Audience based (user-centric) vs user need based (what to do centric)
○ Predictive marketing vs suggestive vs self-select
○ Deep hierarchy vs. flat hierarchy
○ Less overwhelming presentation of product buckets vs. individually 
○ Separate product in context vs. total separation 

See the full recap from this design workshop here.

https://docs.google.com/a/moz.com/presentation/d/1iYSJC8PHXpiK96j-Kpa_O-P8j8aUiZWD4hsHGl6_mlM/edit#slide=id.g38d21662a_055


Initial ideas & refinements 

In the end, there were good ideas that came 
out of all of the initial concepts. 

More importantly, this exercise gave a representative 
group of people across product and functional teams the 
opportunity to share and be involved. 

See the full recap from this design workshop here.

https://docs.google.com/a/moz.com/presentation/d/1iYSJC8PHXpiK96j-Kpa_O-P8j8aUiZWD4hsHGl6_mlM/edit#slide=id.g38d21662a_055


Customer Research 

We asked customers where they expect to find 
information and tools with a remote card-sorting exercise.

Check out some of the fun meaty data from this research here.

https://docs.google.com/a/moz.com/document/d/1XYPXR5awutiXWG170atvtgp8MkRqBAOpzEVAclRNOOg/edit
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Customer Research 

57 people responded in <48 hours after sharing on Facebook and Twitter.
We heard from a nice mix of customers, community members, and other.



Customer Research 

In the coming weeks, we will dig into the 
nitty gritty details to inform secondary 
navigation important places to cross-link.



Customer Research 

Today, we use this information to inform 
high-level bucketing and overall conceptual 
IA (the proposal we are here to share).

This dendrogram illustrates clusters in the data
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Customer Research

We found that…

● Because users related community 
functions and learning resources, we 
need to be intentional on how we 
support these complementary use cases

● We should consider pulling local 
marketing content and resources into the 
same experience on moz.com  

● Powerful search and meaningful 
cross-links are necessary complements 
to any navigation solution  

While many categories are quite 
similar, there are several places 
users expect to find information. 

There were 306 total categories.



Customer Research

We look forward to validating our 
conclusions with a 
complementary style testing at 
MozCon.

Tree testing will give us a nice benchmark 
for how our current IA performs compared 
to what we propose.



Key Takeaways
What can we learn from this 

research so far?3



We need to organize around 
customer value, not internal teams. 

Organize Around Customer Value

Local
Team

Moz 
Analytics 

Team

Help 
Team

Community 
Team



Consistent Top-level Navigation

Without cohesive navigation 
across ALL experiences, users 
don’t know what they’re not 
seeing. This is a discoverability 
issue as well as a navigation 
issue.

moz.com Moz Pro Moz Local Subscriptions

Products Campaigns (MA) Dashboard Billing Info

Learn Research Tools Check a Listing Email Settings

Community Learn & Connect Category Research Login Settings

Blogs Learn Private Messages

About How It Works Admin

Help Hub

And several stand-alone experiences, e.g., moz.com/labs, followerwonk, etc.



Learn about All Products and Tools

If we expect users to understand the 
value Moz adds, we need to make it 
easier to see all we offer.

moz.com

Products

Pricing

Overview 
Moz Analytics focused

Tour 
Moz Analytics focused

Why Moz

Tools and Data
All applications

Learn about Moz Pro:



Centralize Learning Resources

Customers expect to find answers to 
both product and marketing questions in 
community and help content in addition 
to our learning resources.

Community 
Team Content Team Help 

Team

Let me ask and find answer to my questions



Flatten the hierarchy of products & tools

We must consider a system that positions 
products individually, making it possible 
evolve products and subscriptions in the 
next 3-5 years.

Local
Team

Moz Analytics 
Team

Research Tools
Team

I just need access to my products and tools



Truly Global Search

Customers rely on search to answer 
questions, regardless of where they’re 
coming from or going. We need to 
provide global search everywhere, and 
ensure results are truly global.



Dynamic Navigation is Complementary

We should consider dynamic or 
predictive navigation is 
supplemental to our navigation 
solution; it does not define the IA.



User-centric Home Page

A landing page experience for logged in 
community members and customers 
provides several opportunities:

○ Communicate the value prop

○ Bubble up relevant content

○ Simplify the specific user’s primary task flows 

○ Be super TAGFEE

New or Unauthenticated User

You don’t know me and I don’t know you.
Show me the main thing you want me to know about Moz 

and give me navigation to learn more on my own.

Logged In Customer / Community Member

You know me and I know you!
Bubble up the things that are interesting to me and give 
me navigation to learn, connect, and use Moz products.

LOGIN



Accessible State-aware Marketing Pages

Retain marketing content for logged 
in customers, but ensure 
call-to-actions are state-aware.

Try 30 Days Free! Go to Moz Analytics

I want to know all about 
what Moz Analytics is, who 
it’s for, what makes it great, 
and how I can start using it.

I want to learn about new 
features or maybe share 

product information with my 
boss, but don’t sell me 

something I already use. 

non-customer customer



The Vision
Proposed Navigation Model4



Customer /
Community 

Member 

We propose: 

○ Moz.com showcases all products, tools, 
and data.
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We propose: 

○ Moz.com showcases all products, tools, 
and data.

○ Logged-in users see a homepage 
tailored for them.

○ Product support, marketing resources, 
and community live in the same place.

○ Product applications and free tools can 
be accessed in one consistent place.



This means a change to how we 
organize our experiences today.



And requires we support navigation 
between these experiences with a global 
menu, a customer-centric home page, and 
contextual cross-links.



With a bit more detail, 
this conceptual model 
starts to look like this:



Fist of 5
Are we comfortable moving forward?



What feels right?

What solves the problems we are trying to solve?
○ Increase discoverability
○ Improve cross-product navigation 
○ Reinforce the value prop with navigation 
○ Quickly answers product and marketing questions

What seems like an obvious good idea?

What challenges the way we’re structured (in a good way)?



Anything show-stopping?

● “Product App” drop down - how do we actually implement without turning into one big list

● User-centric home page - how do we implement in a way that is not too difficult, but still provides 
value to subscribers

● How do we simplify for the available areas vs using navigation to solve internal organization

● Should you have a subscription home page instead of replacing the homepage



Next Steps

● Approval to proceed

● Tree-testing at MozCon

● Top 2 levels of IA for x-team review 7/30

● Interface design solutions begin early August

Technical discussions, measurement plans, user research, and more detailed as they happen on the intranet page.

https://intranet.moz.com/content/5229


Thanks!


